The ,'I-decay is analyzed as a tool to determine whether neutrinos are Maiorana or Dirac particles, within the framework of the effective weak interaction Hamiltonian with the ( V ± A) currents. If the CP-violating term n"' (Pe X ne) is detected where n stands for the polarization vector, this observation indicates the following facts; the Maiorana property of neutrino, the existence of the right-handed current, the non-zero mixing between electron-and muon-neutrinos and the non-zero C'P-violating phases in the leptonic sector. Various characters of quantities such as energy spectrum and (Pe x n")' (Pe X ne) for Maiorana neutrinos are compared with those for Dirac neutrinos_ It is argued that the complex phases intrinsic to the Maiorana neutrino system are really the CP-violating phases. § 1. Introduction
§ 1. Introduction
The Majorana neutrino is distinct from the Dirac neutrino by its nature of the self-conjugate field. It is obvious from this character that the Majorana neutrino does not have the magnetic moment. I) Also, because of the absence of the phase transformation freedom, there does not exist the particle number conservation. Thus, a test for the Majorana neutrino could be performed by the observation of the total lepton number nonconserving processes such as the neutrino less double /i-decay.2), 3) In this paper, we shall discuss the ,u-decay as another manifestation of the Majorana property. If the neutrino is the Dirac particle, there is one kind of Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 1 . In contrast, if the neutrino is the Majorana particle and there is a mixing between electron-and muon-neutrinos, the other kinds of diagrams shown in Fig. 2 should be added because a neutrino and its antineutrino are identical. Therefore, in general, there exists the interference between two kinds of diagrams, which exhibits directly the property of the Majorana neutrino.
If the neutrino is massless and only a left-handed current exists, the interference between Figs. 1 and 2 vanishes because of the mismatch of helicities. No difference arises between Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. 4 ) However, if the neutrino is massive, there exist two helicity states and the interference terms characteristic to the Majorana neutrino arise even when only the left-handed current is present. Also, if the right-handed current exists, similar interference terms appear even for the massless limit of neutrinos. One of the purposes of this paper is to find characteristic quantities intrinsic to the Majorana neutrino system as a direct test of the nature of neutrinos in the frarpework of the effective weak interaction Hamiltonian with the ( V ± A) currents which is given in Eq. (2·1).
Another purpose is to study the CP-violation in the leptonic sector. 5 ), 6) For example, the T-violating terms such as np· (Pe X ne) and np· (qv x nv) are expected to include the direct information on the CP-violation, where n stands for the polarization vector in the rest frame of the particle. In fact, the np· (Pe X ne) term appears if the neutrino is the Majorana particle and the left-and righthanded currents coexist. *) The main contribution to this term comes from the interference between Figs. (1a) and (2b) [and (1 b) and (2a)], and is independent of masses of neutrinos. On the other hand, although the np· (qv X nv) term may be an academic problem, it is still interesting for the following reasons: The coefficient· of this term includes the complex phases intrinsic to the Majorana neutrino system in addition to the standard Kobayashi-Maskawa CP-violating phases as discussed in § 3.b, Thus it is concluded that these phases are really the CP-violating phases. Note that these phases appear even in the framework of the left-handed interaction with the mixing only between electron-and muonneutrinos. 5 ) In § 2, the weak interaction Hamiltonian is defined and the CP-violation in the leptonic sector is discussed. In § 3, the decay formula for the /1+ -decay is presented for two cases; (a) both neutrinos are not observed and (b) only one of two neutrinos is detected. The concluding remarks are given in § 4. § 2. The weak interaction Hamiltonian
We assume the following form of the effective weak interaction Hamiltonian,
where (2·2) *) We are discussing the coefficient of each observable quantity up to the first order with respect to the small parameter mv (mass of the neutrino), tl and x introduced in Eq. (2'1). (2'3) with l= e, fl, T, ...... ( n charged leptons). The current neutrino (lh(R)) is assumed to be the superposition of the mass-eigenstate neutrinos (Nj ) with the mass mj, that is,5).6),7) (2'4) in the case of the n generations. The appearance of ?i and x is due to the additional right-handed charged gauge boson (WI/), and the x-terms come from the possible mixing between the left-handed (WL a ) and right-handed gauge bosons.
),*)
Both the Dirac and Majorana neutrino systems are incorporated in this H w simultaneously by an appropriate choice of the n x 2 n mixing matrices U = ( U(l), U (2) ) and V = (V(l), V (2) ). In the case of massless neutrinos (mj = mk =0 which is referred to as mv = 0), there is in general no mixing among neutrinos. In the Majorana neutrino case, the mixing matrices should be taken as U(l) = 1, U(2) = V(l) = 0 and either V(2) = 0 for the left-handed neutrino system or V(2) = 1 for the system with both the left-and right-handed neutrinos, While, in the Dirac neutrino case,
Now let us consider the general massive neutrino case (mv='l=O). For Dirac neutrinos only n massive neutrinos Nl, "', Nn exist and U(2)= V(2)=O. Then the n x 2n matrices U and V are reduced to the n x n unitary matrices U(l) and V(l), respectively. The (2 n -1) phases out of total n( n + 1) phases can be absorbed by the redefinition of the fields of n charged leptons and n neutrinos. This freedom is used to reduce the number of phases in the left-handed current sector so that U(l) includes (n-1)(n-2)/2 CP-violating phases (the Kobayashi-Maskawa scheme)9) and V(l) has the remaining n( n + 1)/2 phases. On the other hand, for the left-handed Majorana neutrino system, there exist n mass-eigenstate neutrinos (Nl, "', Nn). The nX 11 mixing matrix U(l) is unitary and U(2)= V=O.
Since n charged leptons can a bsor b n phases out of total n ( n + 1) / 2 phases, n( n -1) /2 complex ( CP-yiolating) phases remain. Thus, n(3n-1)/2 CP-violating phases 6 ) are in U(O and VOl, and,the remaining n(n+1)/2 phases are in U(Z) and V(Z). In Appendix A, we shall show an explicit illustration for the n = 2 case. § 3. The decay formula
In the framework of the effective weak interaction Hamiltonian (2'1), the /1+-decay takes place through (3'1) where the contents inside the parenthesis indicate the momentum and the polarization vector in the rest frame of each particle. Note that Nk represents an antineutrino for the Dirac neutrino case, but should be identified with Nk for the 
(b) Leading contributions only to the Maiorana neutrino case.
*) The decay formula for the /1--decay is obtained from the one for the /1+-decay by replacing n by -n and, if neutrinos are Dirac particles, we need the additional exchange Ep~Ea where E'S are defined in Appendix B.
H) For Maiorana neutrinos, there is an additional contribution from Fig. (2a) , but it gives the same result as that from Fig. (Ia) . This means that for j = k, two identical contributions are counted but it is corrected by the statistical factor based on the emission of two identical neutrinos. take account of the interference among all diagrams. It is interesting to note that all contributions involving the parameter x are of the order of x 2 , m "'x , m",x/l. For example, the interference between Figs. (la) and (lc) [or (2c)] gives the term of order m",x because of the helicity mismatch of either one of two neutrinos. In other words, there is no terms proportional to x only, although there exist terms proportional to /l as mentioned above. This situation is shown in Table I . Hereafter, we keep only the leading order terms with respect to the small parameters, *) m"" /l and x. The precise formula will be given elsewhere. 10),*) (a) The case where both neutrinos are not observed
We shall obtain the transition formula for the polarized e+ in the rest frame of the polarized /1+. After summing all energetically allowed neutrino pairs in Eq. (3'1), we get
-(pe'n'~~fe'ne) S(e)+ n!"(PEX n e ) T(e)}, (3'2) where E is the energy of positron and
T(e)=-/lEMh
The factor W is defined as (3'9) which is the maximum positron energy in the limit m", = O. where the primed sum extends over all energetically allowed neutrino pairs, i_eo, (mi+ mk)z< mpz+ me z -2mpE-The factors Fik and Gik due to the phase space integration of the 3-body decay are defined as (3'13) and (3'14) with the momentum transfer squared LJ2=(k-pe)z=2mp(W-E). Note that they become unity in the limit mll=O_ Also it should be emphasized that these coefficients have the E-dependence which is of the order of [mimk/mp( W -E)] through Fik and Gik.
The factors Aik and Ck stand for some combinations of the mixing matrices U and V as follows:
The comparison with the massless Dirac neutrino case l4H6 ) is given in Appendix C.
The Majorana property . -
The interference terms characteristic to Majorana neutrinos are those involving Ck, that is, hI and h in Eqs. (3'12) and (3'11) .
The observable quantity proportional to the coefficient hI is the term np' (Pe X ne). As it is clear from Eq. (3' 8) , the measurement of this term will serve a direct test for not only Majorana neutrinos but also the existence of the right-handed current, the mixing between electron-and muon-neutrinos and the CP-violating phases. Note that if there is no CP-violation, hI 'becomes zero.
The observation of (Pe x np)' (Pe X ne) term gives us some information on the coefficient h, as seen from R ( e) in Eq. (3' 6) . This term is interesting, because hc1rO even if there is no CP-violation and the first term is suppressed by me/E so that the interference term h is relatively enhanced. This observation offers a possibility of confirming the Majorana property and the non-zero ;\. This h term appears in S( e) and N( e) but this is suppressed by not only ;\ but also (me/E) X (W -E). In order to observe all these small terms, we need to know the precise knowledge of the radiative correction. I I)
The above discussion is applicable only if ;\ is of measurable order, although ;\I~i Uei Veil seems to be less than 10-4 from the analysis of the neutrino less double J3 decay.Z)
If there is no right-handed current, the interference term is of the order of ( mimk/wi(JJk) so that the detection of this term would be difficult. 10 However, it would be difficult to observe these effects, because the measurement of the order of mjmk/ml' is required.*l
In the standard weak Hamiltonian (mv = 0, x = t1 = 0), the coefficients should be a = b = 1 and h = hi = 0 as shown in Table II . Any departure from these values after taking account of the radiative correction the analysis of the neutrinoless double /3 decay21 and the effect due to the finite mass is of the order of (mv/mp). Thus, the observation of the departures from the above value requires highly precise measuremene 21 as well as the accurate calculation of radiative correction. 
The CP-violation:
In the coefficient of the T-violating triple product nv· (Pe X ne), the CPviolating phases do appear in the form of sin /3, where /3 represents the C'Pviolating phases symbolically.
In order to see the explicit form of /3, let us consider a simplified case where only electron-and muon-neutrinos couple strongly and two R-type Majorana neutrinos N3 and N4 are heavy enough so that they do not contribute to the fL- 
(b) The case where one of the neutrinos is detected
The decay rate is derived for the case where two final massive neutrinos are not discriminated by the observation. In the rest frame of Ji, the decay rate is expressed in the following general form:
where ifu is the unit vector in the momentum direction of the detected neutrino and Ilu a polarization vector in its rest frame. 
Thus, 1m A}k=(l/4)sin 2/31 sin 2 281(oj20kl-OjJOk2). Therefore, the coefficient of the np·(ifvxnv) term is proportional to the CP-violating angle sin 2/31. We conclude that the phase /31 intrinsic to the Majorana neutrino system is really the
CP-violating phase.
If the neutrino is the Dirac particle, the coefficient T( v) of the term np· (if v X nv) is written in terms of x 1m Lk and x 1m Kkj as seen from Eqs. (B·6), (B·l3) and (B·16). For example in Appendix A, these terms are proportional to the CP-violating angles, sin(al±a2) and sin(al±a3) as simply calculated· from Eqs. (A·9) and (A·10).
The finite mass effect of neutrinos is also observed as the vanishing energy spectrum at the maximum energy or as the kinks at each threshold for the unobserved neutrino Nk, like in the case (a). This is because all coefficients become zero at Wj = WmaXj(k) which is the maximum energy of N j ,
Since other characters are similar to those in the case (a), they are not discussed here. § 
Concluding remarks
The ,u-decay provides us with one possibility to discriminate between the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos as well as to investigate the existence of the right- If there is no-right handed current (Il = x = 0), the precise measurement is required to observe the finite mass effect in this J1 decay. Clearly, if nl' ° ( Ql.' x nv) is observed, the neutrino is the massive Majorana particle and there is the CPviolation in the left-handed current. Also we showed that the additional phase intrinsic to the Majorana neutrino system [/31 in Eq. (A ° 5)] appears in the coefficient of the C'P-violating term in the form of sin 2/31 and we concluded that /31 is really the CP-violating phase.
There is another possibility to establish the finite mass of the neutrino.
Since only two coefficients a and b in Eq. (3 0 10) survive in the limit ml.' = x = Il = 0 as shown in Table II , it is useful to try to find some deviation from a = b = 1. There are two origins for this deviation. The first is the kinematical effects like Fj k=l=l and Gj k=l=1 in Eqs. (3 0 13) and (3°14). The second is the existence of heavy neutrinos which is energetically forbidden to be emitted in the ,LL-decay. For example, if it is so, ~jkAjk<l in Eq. (3°10), because the unitarity condition for the mixing matrix is not satisfied. Of course, this second kind effect exists even for Il =1= O. Since there exist additional coefficients for Il =1= 0 and x =1= 0, the analysis is rather complicated. However, if Il =1= 0 and neutrinos are of the Majorana type, the small deviation from ~jkAjk = 1 may be expected, because the masses of Nj with j> n are considered to be heavy in the grand unified theory, while for Dirac neutrinos, j should be less than n, n being the number of generations. In order to observe the deviation of coefficients such as a and b, it is required to take account of the radiative corrections more precisely.
The weak interaction coupling constant G should be also modified, especially by this second kind effect like ~jkAjk < 1. This is because the presently used value for G F is determined from the total decay rate of muon by setting a = b = 1 and putting all other coefficients to be zero in the standard weak Hamiltonian. which supplies seven nontrivial additional phases. Among total ten phases, two phases can be absorbed by the redefinition of two charged lepton fields. We choose Xll and X22 to be real and the matrix becomes As an illustration, we consider the case where the R-type Majorana neutrinos N3 and N4 are heavy enough so that they do not contribute to the ,u-decay. In this case, we only need to consider the 2 x 2 submatrices U (1) and V(l)* which are defined as (A '4) Since the mixings between the L-type and R-type neutrinos would be weak, we keep only the first order term with respect to 82 and 83• Now the matrices V(!) and V(!)* take the forms
V(I)",-(
Cl. c= c' = ct =/3= ct' =/3' =0.
(C·S) (C·9) (C·10) (ColI) In the massless limit of neutrinos, the Michel parameter p defined in Ref. 15 ) becomes P=~(1+1~~2rl (C· 12) The deviation from p=3/4 is of the order of x 2 • In the massless limit of Dirac neutrinos, the coefficient of the triple product n p • (Pe X ne) is proportional to ct' and /3'15) so that this term does not exist. The appearance of this term as given in Eq. (3·2) represents the Majorana property in the framework of our Hamiltonian. The ,u-decay in the general weak interaction Hamiltonian including the Majorana neutrino case has recently been discussed by Shrock. 16 )
